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SAINT-SÉVERIN METEORITE
SUD-OUEST, JUnE 29, 1966. French newspaper with an article about the Saint-Séverin meteorite fall 
which occurred on June 27, 1966.  Newspaper in bad condition, article in good condition could be cut 
and put in a frame. 

ORGUEIL METEORITE
LE PETiT JOURnAL, MAy 26, 1864. Newspaper with a short article about the meteor of Orgueil seen in 
southwest of France. It was published 12 days after the fall.  Medium condition. Article could be cut to 
be framed.  

ORGUEIL METEORITE
LE PETiT JOURnAL, MAy 23, 1864. Newspaper with a nice article about the meteorite fall of Orgueil  
and old meteorite falls. This newspaper was published 9 days after the fall. Medium condition.  

L’AIGLE METEORITE
JOURnAL DES DébATS. August 3, 1803. Short advertising for a mineralogist store in Paris where l’Aigle 
specimens can be seen and most probably be bought. Medium condition.  

HAINAUT (BETTRECHIES) METEORITE
M. LECOMPTE, L’AéROLiThE DU hAinAUT. 1935. Complete Mémoires du Musée royal d’Histoire naturelle 
de Belgique. Mémoire n° 66. Presents the fall and find of the meteorite ; a large part of the Memoir is 
about petrography of the meteorite. Bel exemplaire.  (2 specimens available). 
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HAINAUT (BETTRECHIES) METEORITE
R. bRECKPOT, M. LECOMPTE, L’AéROLiThE DU hAinAUT - éTUDE SPECTROSCOPiqUE. 1935. Complete 
Mémoires du Musée royal d’Histoire naturelle de Belgique. Mémoire n° 66. Presents the spectrographic 
study of the meteorite ; with some thin sections photos of the meteorite. Uncut pages. Nice specimen.  

HAINAUT (BETTRECHIES) METEORITE
R. MARLièRE. AU JOUR LE JOUR, à LA REChERChE DE L’AéROLiThE DU hAinAUT. Published in Mémoires et 
publications de la Société des sciences, des arts et des lettres du Hainaut. 1964. Beautifuly illustrated 
article (map, photos), 18 pages, devoted to the fall and research of the stones of the meteorite of Hainaut 
(France). In great condition. 

CHERVETTAZ METEORITE
M. LUgEOn, LA MéTéORiTE DU bOiS DE LA ChERvETTAz PRèS DE ChâTiLLEnS. 1904. Great report about 
this swiss meteorite fall with a nice map of the strewnfield. 

ALLAN HILLS METEORITES (ANTARCTICA)
niPR (JAPAn). LOCALiTy MAP Of AnTARCTiC METEORiTES - ShEET 1 ALLAn hiLLS. 1976-1978. Rare map 
and explanatory booklet of Allan Hills 76 - 77 - 78 series of meteorites. In great condition.
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SAINT-AUBIN METEORITE
R. TOMASSOn. DéCOUvERTE D’Un SixièME fRAgMEnT DE LA MéTéORiTE DE SAinT-AUbin. Published in 
Société Académique de l’Aube. 2013. Signed specimen by the author. Article with photos on the sixth 
specimen found of Saint-Aubin meteorite. In great condition. 

HESSLE METEORITE
A. E. nORDEnSKiÖLD. METEORSTEnSfALLET viD hESSLE DEn 1 JAnUARi 1869. Published in 1870. 14 
pages with one page of Hessle specimens and 1 page of strewnfield map in color. Good condition.
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Here is a letter written and signed by Jean-Baptiste Biot, with 
a wax seal on it, and addressed to Louis Claude de Freycinet, 
a member of the Bureau des Longitudes in Paris ; it is dated 
January 25, 1841, in which he recommends Urbain Le Verrier 
who lives then in difficult conditions to be a member of the 
Bureau des Longitudes.

Urban Le Verrier is then 29 years old, is married, has a child, 
and having to live only his small place of tutor at the Ecole 
Polytechnique ; every day, he has to give a large part of his time 
and his strengths to private lessons that he would use so well 
to the perfection of theoretical astronomy.

J. B. Biot urged Mr. Freycinet and the Bureau des Longitudes to 
help Mr. Le Verrier.

Unfortunately, Le Verrier will not be elected, as well as the 
candidate who is opposed to him. The position will remain 

vacant for two years before being occupied by Victor Mauvais.

In 1841, the British John Couch Adams speculates that an 
unknown planet would be the cause of the disturbances 
observed for Uranus but without being able to prove it. 

In 1846, Urbain Le Verrier managed to calculate the orbit, the 
mass and the position of this hypothetical planet. Le Verrier 
then contacts Johann Galle, a young astronomer at the Berlin 
Observatory, and asks him to point his telescope at the place of 
the sky that his calculations indicate. Galle finds the predicted 
planet within one degree of the position calculated by Le Verrier. 
The news makes a lot of noise. Le Verrier is in the spotlight and 
« his » planet is called Neptune.

As a small part of the history of astronomy, this letter opened 
the doors of astronomy to Le Verrier and then contributed to his 
discovery of Neptune.

JEAN-BAPTISTE BIOT LETTER TO LOUIS CLAUDE DE FREYCINET
JANUARY 25, 1841
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